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Abstract. A “scalar” flowchart scheme, i.e. one with a siugle begin “instruction” is reducible iff its 
underlying flowgraph is reducible in the sense of Cocke and Allen tir Hecht and IJllman. We 
characterize the class of reducible scalar flowchart schemes as the smallest class containing certain 
members and closed under certain operations (on and to flowchart schemes). These operations are 
“semantically meaningful*’ inthe sense tha operations of the same form are meaningful for “the” 
functions (or partial functions) computed by interpreted flowchart schemes; moreover, the 
schemes and the functions “are related by a homomorphism.” By appropriately generalizing 
“flowgraph” to (possibly) several begins (i.e. entries) we obtain a class of reducible “vector” 
flowchart schemes which can be characterized in a manner analogous to the scalar case but 
involving simpler more basic operations (which are also semantically meaningful). A significant 
side effect of this semantic viewpoint is the treatment of multi-exit flowchart schemes on an equal 
footing with single exit ones. 
1. Introduction 
Roughly speaking, we describe a subclass, % scalp of the class II?1 of all flowchart 
schemes as the smallest subclass of ml which contains certain very simple members 
of ml and is closed under certain operations of ml and characterize Bscal by means 
of a simple property of the underlying pointed-digraph (digraph = directed-graph) of 
its members. Here S = (& rI, . . .) is a sequence of disjoint sets (whose elements are 
interpreted as operations and rullti-exit tests) and the elements of I-‘r are said to have 
arity r. This class recommends itself because of its robustness [9, la], its power [6], its 
flexibility, the simplicity of its defining operations, the simple semantics of its defining 
operations when r is interpreted [5,4] and its relationship to algebraic theories (in 
the sense of categorical algebra, cf. [3,7,14]. 
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The most striking characteristic of our description of Bscal (and the reason, we 
believe, for its simplicity) is the way we treat multi-exit flowchart schemes and results 
from our willingness to treat multi-exit flowchart schemes on an equal footing with 
single exit ones. 
The members of sscal are “scalar” in the sense that they have exactly OF-X “begin” 
instruction iocation. A subclass % of “vector” members of lT1 is defined in a manner 
analogous to Bscal (but involving simpler more basic operations) and characterized by a 
property of the underlying multi-pointed directed graph. This property is obtained from 
the former one by appropriately generalizing from the singly to the multi-pointed 
case. 
We call a (singly) pointed-digraph a “flowgraph” if each vertex of the digraph is 
“accessible,” i.e. can be reached by a path from the distinguished vertex (the “point” 
of the pointed-digraph). (Our “digraphs,” it should be noted, do not rule out more 
than one edge between a pair of points.) The characterizing property of Oscar is that 
its underlying pointed-digraph is a “reducible flowgraph.” Our usage of “flowgraph” 
di%rs, in a minor way, from some other authors who say a digraph is a flowgraph if 
there exists a vertex from which all others are accessible. Because, a digraph G is a 
flowgraph iff it possesses a vertex v such that the pointed-digraph (G, v) is a 
flowgraph. 
Our usage of “reducible flowgraph” agrees with that of Cocke and Allen (who 
introduced the concept [11,&l]) provided one disregards the slight difference in use 
of “flowgraph” and provided one specializes to the case where “edge of a digraph” 
means an (ordered) pair of vertices of the digraph. To see that this is the case one 
need only observe that the characterization [9, p. 196, Theorem 51 given by Hecht 
and Ullman agrees with our description via “ACC” and “CD”. 
The main point of the paper is to prove our main theorem as well as to make a little 
more precise some of the concepts in [6]. If desired, the reader may follow a reading 
of the Introduction by Section 5 or some later section, possibly even Section 11, 
referring back to earlier sections when necessary. In particular, a reader familiar with 
“directed graph” may wish to omit Section 2 on a first reading. The point of the 
formulation “path category” is mainly to avoid an ad hoc choice of the notion 
“path”. 
2. Directed graphs and path categories 
We distinguish ere two kinds of directed graph. A relational-digraph consists of a 
set V (of “vertices”) and a subset E E VX V (of “edges”). A two-sorted-digraph 
consists of sets V, E together with a pair of functions ai : E + V, i E [2], the first for 
the source of an “edge” e E E and the second for the target of an edge. The latter 
notion “reduces to” the former in the case that: if e is an edge from v to v’ then 
e = (v, v’). 
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Often interest in digraphs focuses on the paths to which they give rise. The notion 
“path,” however, varies considerably. In most, if not all, choices of the notion, for 
each pair v, V’E V of vertices of G, there is a set [v + v’] of paths of G from v to v’, or 
alternatively, which begin with (or in) v and end with (OF in) v’ and there is a function 
[o~~o~]~[~~~v~]~[v~~v~] foreach triple VO, VI, 2~2~ K (2.1) 
which we may call composition (of paths). The composition of ~1 E [vo + VI] and 
~2 E [vi -+ &j is written: ~1~2. The path ~1~2 begins with vo and ends with 2)~. We 
note the following properties of composition of paths. 
Composition is associative in the following sense: (2.2) 
for ri E [Q-i + Vi], i E [3]: (wl?T2)113 = 7Tl(V2773). 
For each v E V, there is a path I,,,(necessarily unique), such that 
Ivn = 97,. dl, = ?I’ for all w E [v + v’], 71’ E [v’ + ~3. (2.3) 
By virtue of satisfying (2.2), (2.3), the data consisting of V, the doubly indexed 
family ([v + v’]lv, v’ E V} of sets of paths and the triply indexed family of functions 
(2.1), is a category. In the nomenclature of categorical algebra, the vertices are 
objects and the paths are morphisms. Using the notation of categorical algebra 
“?r E [v + v’]~’ becomes “r : v + v”‘. 
Many “path” notions are accompanied by a “length of path” notion (notation: Irr I; 
!,7~! c N) satisfying: 
j?rl~z] == 17r11+ 7~1, where mi E [vi-l + vi], i E [2]. (2.4) 
For any path v : vo+ v2 and non-negative integers il, 12 satisfying 
il+i2= 1~1, there is a unique vertex v1 and paths ~1: ZJ~+ VI, 
~2 : VI+ 2)~ such that rr17r2 = 7~ and IvJ= ii for each j E [2]. (2.5) 
Id = o* Ir=I,forsomeoEV. (2.6) 
In particular, since 1, = I&, we have from (2.4) 
]1,1=OforeachvE V. (2.7) 
From (2.5; we obtain: 
For any path v : vo + vn where r = 1~1, there is a unique sequence ul, 
v2 s***s v,-1 of vertices and a unique sequence of paths ri : vi-1 + vi, 
i E [r], of length 1 such that 7~ = rlr2 l l l m,. W) 
Noticethat if a category admits a length function satisfying (2.4)-(2.6) that length 
functbn fs uniquely determined. To show this, it is sufficient by (2.8) and symmetry to 
show that 
To establish the latter assertion, assume 1~1’ =1 and lrl= r. By (26) and (2.7), we 
conclude r>O. If r> 1, then by (2.5) rr = 7r17r2, ]7rll= l,I77=2l= r- 1 >O; by (2.6) and 
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(2.7), we infer 1~~1’ > 0, Iv$> 0 so that by (2.4), we conclude ]?;I’> 1 which 
contradicts the assumption 1~1’ =1. Hence InI = 1. 
We call a category which admits a length function satisfying (2.4)-(2.6) a path 
category. This is an “elementary” description of the notion (small), free category, [ 15, 
pp. 48-501. We claim each digraph G (in any sense of “digraph”) gives rise to a path 
category G’ and a doubly indexed family of injections 
h.v l l E,,,, + [U + v], u, v E V, the image of c,,,~ being the subset of 
[u + v] consisting of paths of length Z, where EuPv is the set of edges of 
G from u to V. (2.9 
The point of the formulation of “path category” is to enable one to deal with the 
path category G’ of a graph G without having to make an ad hoc choice of “path”. 
For example, for the “relational-digraph” notion or the two-carted notion with the 
constraint “at most one edge v + v’,” here are some possibilities for the notion “path 
of length r”: 
(i) (~0, VI, v2, . . . 9 VA, 
6) ((v0, vd, (UI, v2), . . + , h-1, vd, 
(iii) (~0, el, vl, e2, 02, . . . , e,, VA 
where ei E E is uniquely determined by (perhaps equal to) the pair (vi-i, vi), i E [r]. 
Each of these choices has some point. Yet it is largely irrelevant which choice is 
made. What is relevant is captured in the notion “path category” and the injections 
(2.9). In case (iii), for example, edge el gets mapped via (2.9), in the case u = VO, 
V = VI, into (Vo, ei, VI). 
It should be clear every path category is (isomorphic to) a path category of the form 
G’ (assuming the two-sorted notion “digraph”). We note the following freeness 
property of G’+. If % is an arbitrary category and v - v’ a function from Vinto the set of 
objects of % and &,,, any function from the image of c,,,~ into the set [u’-+ v’] of 
morphisms of % from u’ to v’, then the functions & admit a unique extension to a 
functor G’ + %, (with object function v - v’). 
Alternatively, making use of the set of edges: given the function v WV’ from 
Obj G’ to Obj Ce and given any doubly indexed family of functions &, : Eu,v + 
[u’+ v’], there is a unique functor 
dJ’:G-,% 4’=h#GvLE”, d$v:[u+v]-,[u’, v’], 
which (for each u, v E V) makes the following triangle commute 
Et,,, L [u, v] 
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3. Concept of flowscheme 
A definition of “flow-chart scheme” {together with some background discussion) 
was given on p. 42 of [6] and another given “in a different style” and a more general 
context (i.e. arbitrary finite outdegree, instead of merely outdegrees 1,2) on p. 46. 
The definition of “flowscheme” given in this section differs slightly from the p. 46 
definition. The difference stems chiefly from two sources. One: the usual (in 
computer science), informal “up to isomorphism” approach (first paragraph, Section 
3) of [6] is being dropped here on the ground that it scrnetimes leads to serious 
confusions. Accordingly (in the next section) we define “flowchart scheme” 
(unhyphenated) and Vlowtable scheme” and note, in precise terms, that each gives 
the “same information” as “flowscheme”. Two: the distir?,ction between the two 
“styles” (in the sense of two different ways of giving the “same information”) is being 
taken more seriously (in keeping with the heavy emphasis on “representation” in 
computer science). 
Let r = (G, &, &, . . . ) be an infinite sequence of pairwise disjoint sets and let U r 
be an abbreviation for & u r~ :J I’* u l 9 l . 
Definition 3.1. A f-fl~wscheme, briefly T-pow, F consists of the following data 
(i) a set V, (the set of vertices); 
(ii) a non-negative integer n, (the length of the sequence of begins, i.e. begin- 
vertices); 
(iii) a subset Vex (the set of exits or exit-vertices) of V, together with a bijection 
Vex = [p], where g is a non-negative i;lteker, (so that we may speak of exit j or the 
,!th-exit); let S = V- Vex (the set of internal or non-exit vertices); 
a function 8 : V + N, (the out degree function) satisfying v6 = 0 for 
v E vex; (3.1.1) 
a function o : E + V, (the immediate successor or target function, 
where E = {(s, i) 1 s ES, i E [s@]}= the set of edges, (s, i) is the ith 
outedge ofs, e = (s, i) begins with s and ends with ecr); (3.1.2) 
a function b : [n]+ V, (the begin function); (3.1.3) 
a function h : S + IJ r, B-compatible in the sense sh E &, (the labe- 
ling function ). (3.1.4) 
Let rJF1 be the class of all r-flows; F E ml is finite if S is finite. 
We often specify certain constituents of (i),. (ii), (iii) associated with F as follows 
F 
ir s_p. (3.1.5) 
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The numbers n and p are respectively called the source and target of F. Often F is 
specified only with its source and target as follows 
n-& or F:n+p. 
The r-flow 
H 
l-l 
CK6.7,W 
detailed below (Tables la, b) is depicted by Fig. 5.10, where Vex = Cp] = [1] and the 
bijection is the identity. 
Table la Table lb 
SH OH AH EH OH 
5 2 Y2 (591) 6 
6 1 Yl 
-7 1 Yi (59 2) 7 
8 1 Y1 
(691) 8 
(791) 8 
(891) 1 
bH : [II + (1,% 6,7,8) 
b&)= 5 
Definition 3.2. The Wlows 
Fl F2 
m-n, n2-p2 
Sl s2 
are isomorphic f ,ytl = n2, p1 = p2 and there is a bijection SIT S2 such that for each 
SE&, 
se1 = spe2; 
if (s, i)cr = s’ E S1, then (s& 902 = s’p E Sz, 
(3.2.1) 
if (s, i)al = exit j of Fl, then (s& i)uz = exit j of Fz, 
for all i E [s&l; 
if ibl = s1 E &, then ib2 = s/3 E S2, 
if ibl = exit j of rj;, then ib2 = exit j of F2, 
for each i E [nl]; 
Shl =@A2. 
(3.2.2) 
(3.2.3) 
(3.2.4) 
The Sijection p is an isomorphism from Fl onto F2. 
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Each figure below (Section 5) is a two dimensional notation for either a particular 
r-flow or an ambiguous member of an isomorphism class of r-flows, i.e. a variable 
whose range is an isomorphism class of Glriows. 
Figures 5.9 and 5.11 depict an ambiguous member, H,, of the isomorphism class 
H/= determined by the r-flow H described above and depicted by Fig. 5.10. Notice 
that the device used by Figs. 5.9 and 5.11 to describe H,, in particular its target 
function, involves “pointing” rather than “naming.” 
4. Charts and tables 
The language we have introduced (e.g. “vertices”, “edges”) to facilitate talking 
about flows suggests that a flow has an “underlying digraph”. Indeed, referring to 
Definition 3.1, the underlying digraph of the r-flow F consists of 
(Dl) V = Vex u S, 
(D2) E as given in (3.1.2), 
(D3) the source function: (s, i) k, 
(D4) the target function: (s, i) &(a, i), i.e. a2 = u. 
Notice that the ftmction 8 : V+ N gives the outdegree of the vertices .F E S of the 
(two-sorted-) digraph (V, 5, al, az). Notic e, too, that the exits have outdegree 0 in 
this digraph. Thus 8 : V + N is the outdegree function of (V, E, al, a&If r0 = 0, then 
for every flow F only the exits of F have outdcgree 0; if p = 0 all the vertices of 
outdegree 0 are non-exits. 
The digraphs (V, E, al, a,) obtained as underlying digraphs of flows F : n + p, are, 
however, “special” in certain way&: 
They are locally fi.rite in the sense that the number of outedges of 
each vertex is finite; thus the digraph has an outdegree function (4.1) 
8: V-N. 
E) = {(v, i) 1 i E [ve]). (4.2) 
(v, i)al = V. (4.3) 
The underlying digraph of F is enriched by 
a distinguished subset Vex of V together with a bijection (4.4) 
Vex = [p], satisfying 
ve=O for vEveX. (4.5) 
We call a locally finite digraph D = (V, E, al, a,) an outedge digraph if it satisfies 
(4.1), (4.2) and ( is a digraph we say (D, p) is a p-exit-digraph if D is 
enriched by (4.4) and (4.5) is satisfied. A digraph D together with a pointing function 
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b : [np V is an n-pointed-digraph. A vector pointed-digraph of briefly pointed- 
digraph is an n-pointed-digraph for some n 3 0. Let 
D 
n -p,whereS== V-{exitili(:[p]}, 
S 
(4.6) 
be an n-pointed-p-exit-outedge digraph. By a Pf?owchart scheme (briefly, 
f-flowchart or r-chart) with source n and target p we mean (4.6) together 
with an outdegree-compatible (i.e. sh E rse) function A : S +UK The following 
is obvious. 
Proposition 4.1. The function which takes a PfEow with p exits into the p-exit=-r-chart 
whose underlying digraph is given by (Dl)-(D4), whose pointing function is the begin 
function of F, whose exit function is the exit function of F and whose labeling function is 
the labeling function of F, is bijective. 
Roughly speaking, Proposition 4.1 implies that the “information” given by a 
r-flow and a r-chart is the same. 
The bijection described in Proposition 4.1 has the effect that any operations (e.g. 
“composition” defined in the next section) or rela ions (e.g. the isomorphism of 
Section 3) defined on r-flows have corresponding “induced” operations or relations 
on r-charts (and vice-versa). Notice that if r, is a singleton (i.e. r, = (m)) for each 
n E 11’ then each n-pointed-p-exit-outedge digraph admits exactly one compatible 
function A -so, in this case, A need not be specified. In the case that p = 0 as 
well (resp. n = 0 as well) a chart is, essentially, an n-pointed-outedge digraph 
(resp. a p-exit-outedge digraph). Finally, in the case that UN three specialimtions 
are made (i.e. n = 0 = p, r,, = {y,,} for each n) a chart is, essentially, a3 outedge 
digraph. 
Thus, the notion of isomorphism of charts, induces, in particular a notion of 
isomorphism between outedge digraphs. This isomorphism notion is stricter than the 
general-algebraic notion of isomorphism for two-sorted-digraphs in that the ith 
outedge of a digraph is required to go into the ith outedge of the corresponding 
vertex. Specifically, where Di, D2 are outedge digraphs, the notion is this (cf. 
Definition 3.2): a bijection @ : VI + V2 (note that Vi = Si, i E [2] since p = 0) which 
preserves outdegree, i.e. satisfies (3.2. l), and preserves target-function, i.e. 
(s, i)olp = ($3, i)cr:! for all i E [se], cf. (3.2.2). 
The r-flow H of Section 3 (defined by Fig. S.lO), for example, may also be 
described with the aid of the following “pointed r-table”, (a notion which is defined 
precisely just below). 
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Table 2. 
The pointed-r- 
table H. 
H 
bl-* 5 ~2; 67) 
6 ~~03) 
7 v’1;@) 
8 rl;(l) 
Here the notation “(6,7)” denotes the particular function: 
[2+{1,5,6,7,8?, l-6,2-7. 
(The target of (6,7) is here indicated by the table context.) Notke that the 
pointed-table H provides “the same information” as the flow H : 1 + 1 (cf. Section 
3). 
In preparation for a definition and a proposition, we introduce the following 
notation for a flow (3.1.5). Where J: E S, a, is the finite sequence of elements of V 
whose length is SO, whose fib item, i E [se], is a(s, i) i.e. c’, : ;:@I -, V is a function 
satisfying o,(i) = u(s, i). We call O, a local successor (or target) ftinction of F and 
(U&S, the family of local successor functions of F. 
By a p-exit, r-table we mean a set V, a distinguished subset Vex of V, a bijection 
Vex +I], together with, where S = V - Vex, a function A : S + U r and a family 
1 1 0,. sFs of finite sequences of elements of V, h-compatible in the sense: if h(s) E r, 
then the length of a, is n. 
By an n-pointed, p-exit r-table F or r-table F : n +p, we mean a p-exit, r-table 
together with a function b : [n]+ V. 
Proposition 4.2. The function which takes the r_Pow (3.1 S) into the F-table F : n + p 
where 
V = Vex v S, the set of vertices of the r-table F 
h, the labeling function of the r-table F 
(o&s, the family of local successor functions of the r-table F 
is bijective. 
The bijections of Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 yield, of course, a bijection between 
r-charts and r-tables. 
The isomorphism notion between r-flows induces an isomorphism notion 
between r-tables. According to this notion, the r-table H : 1 + 1 is (uniquely) 
isomorphic to the r-tables H’, “: 1 + 1 described by Tables 3a, b. 
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Table 3a Table 3b 
H’ H” 
bl-, 6 ~2;6,7) bl+ 6 ~2; (798) 
5 YI;@) 7 YlA9) 
7 v;;(8) 8 Y;;(9) 
8 w;(l) 9 r1;w 
Exploiting the “natural” well-ordering of the internal set of H, we might make the 
convention that if u&) = s + 1 then we will fail to record “s + 1”. This convention 
corresponds to programming language practice and clearly has some point. 
Thus, if we demanded - in the case of a finite table - that its internal set of vertices 
be total!y ordered it would not be unreasonable to require that an isomorphism 
preserve order of internal vertices. The isomorphism H = H” preserves order but the 
isomorphism H = H’ does not. 
Employing the convention ini the description of H and H” we obtain Tables 4a, b 
Table 4a Table 4b 
H H" 
bl-, 5 y2;! 97) bl+ 6 YZ;( 98) 
6 ~~03) 7 YlA9) 
7 r;; 6 r;; 
8 rl;(U 9 VI;(l) 
5. Opqations on flowschemes 
We describe below, what we shall call, the combinatorial operutions of “separated 
pairing,” “ composition” and “scalar conditional iteration”. Each of the first two 
operations takes two r-flows, subject to disjointness constraints (designed to avoid 
undesired coalescence), as argument and produces aMlow as value. There are other 
operations, derivative from these, important to our discussion. These, too, will be 
“combinatorial” in the sense’ that they will be defined only when certain disjointness 
constraints are met. These combinatorial operations induce, in an obvious way, 
corresponding algebraic operations on isomorphism classes of Cflows. [In order to 
avoid set-theoretic difficulties due to “largeness”, all sets may be assumed to be 
subsets of a suitably chosen infinite set.] The induced operations are “algebraic” in 
the sense that their definition depends on the fact that our combinatorial operations 
’ The term “set-theoretic” might also be used in thisconnection. “Combinatorial” reflects, perhaps, an 
emphasis on finiteness. 
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“preserve isomorphism of Cflows” e.g., if fi = F:, i E [2], and “0” is one of our 
combinatorial binary operations, then F’I 0 & = Fi 0 Fi. 
Since a Cflow is specified by nine items of data (cf. Definition 3. l), it is, perhaps, 
not surprising that a formal description of operations on I’4ows should be rather 
lengthy. The operations are, however, conceptually simple and may readily be 
pictured. Moreover, we shall not in fact employ these formal definitions in proofs. 
Thus, we give informal descriptions of the operations - accompanied by pictures. 
Actually we employ two “modes” in two of these informal descriptions. Both have 
formal counterparts which, however, don’t produce the same result but, rather, 
isomorphic results. Thus either mode yieldsthe same algebraic operation. For the 
properly sceptical reader, though, we do provide formal definitions (following 
informal mode 2) so that such a reader will have at his disposal (part of) the requisite 
means to deny or affirm an unproved assertion about these operations. 
For the first definition there is only one informal mode. 
Definition 5.1. (Combinatorial) separated pairing. Separated pairing applied to the 
data 
Fi 
. 
ni + Pi, i E RI, v,n v2=0, 
Si 
produces the WIow (cf. Fig. 5.1) 
F 
n-p wheren=nlcnz,P=P1+P2,F-~~8Fz,S=S1US* 
S 
further described below. 
L “I +“2 - 
6; 
cl 
F2 ; 
r- !KJ 
Fig. 5.1. Separated pairing. FI OF2 : nl + ~2 + PI + ~2. 
Informal (Modes 1 and 2) F is obtained by regarding the two flows Fn, F:, as one and 
taking the sequence of begins of F to be the sequence of begins of Fl followed by the 
sequence of begins of & 
Formal 
(SPl) 8 : s + N is the common extension of &, i E [2]; thus E = El U &. 
(SP2) a : E + V is the common extension of ~1 a;>d ~72, 
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(SP3) b : [n]+ V 
b(i) = bl<i) for i E [nl], 
b(nl+ i) = bz(i) for i E [nz]. 
(SW) I A : S + lJr is the common extension of A 1, ~2. 
(SP5) exit (j) = exit1 (j) for j E [PI], 
exit (pl + j) = exit2 (j) for j E [pz]. 
Definitior;r 5.2. (Combinatorial) compsition. Composition applied to the data 
nf + pi, ic PI, VJI v,=0, 
is defined when and only when pl = n2 and produces the IXow (cf. Fig. 5.2) 
further described below. (Hereafter the small circle is used for composition.) 
nl 
r __ -_ 1 
I I 
I F’ I 
I !? p,=n2 f I F2 ; L- __I p2 
Fig. 5.2. Composition. F’lo F2 : nl + ~2. 
informal (Mode 1). F is obtained by identifying exit j of Fl with begin j of F2 for each 
j E [pII = [nz]; begin i of F is begin i of Fl for each i E [nl]. 
(Mode 2). F is obtained by deleting the exits of Fr, redirecting the edges of Fl 
which end with exit j of Fl to begin j of F2 and, if begin i of Fr is exit j of Fl, taking 
begin i of F to be begin j of &. 
Formal 
(COMP 1) 8 : S + N is the common extension of 8i, i E [2]; thus E = Et U&. 
(COMP2) a:E+ V 
al(e) if e E El and al(e) E &, 
g(e) = b2( j) if e E El and crl(e) = exit j of Fr, 
u2(e) if e E E2. 
(COMP3) b:[n+ V 
b(i) = 
bdi) if bdi) E S1, 
&(j) if bl(i)=exitjofFl. 
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(COMP4) A :S+Uris the common extension of Al, AZ. 
(COMP 5) Vex = VT and the bijection Vex = [pz] of F is the bijection V”,” = [p2] of 
F2. 
Definition 5.3. (Combinatorial) Scalar conditiona! iteration. ‘Conditional iteration 
applied to the datum 
1++1 
is defined when and only when exit p + 1 is not the begin and produces the r-f?ow cf. 
Fig. 5.3) 
F+ 
l----,P 
S 
further described below. 
. -- 1 
P 
I 
I 
F 
I 
I 
I 
- --- J 
P 
Fig. 5.3. Scalar conditional iteration. Ft : 1 + p. 
Informal (Mode 1). Ft is obtained by identifying exit p + 1 of F with its begin. 
(Mode 2). Ft is obrained by deleting exit p + 1 of F and redirecting the edges of F 
which end with exit p + 1 of F to the begin of ,E 
Formal 
(SC1 1) e+=e:s+N. 
(X12) c+:E+ V+= V-{exitp+l}. 
m(e) = 
44 if a(e) # exit p + 1, 
begin of F if o(e) = exit p + 1. 
(SCI3) b+=b:[l]44. 
(SCI4) A+=A :s+lJr. 
TWQ kinds of ~-flows play a prominent role in our discussion: the “trivial” ones 
and the “atomic” ones. 
A Cflow (3.1.5) is trivial if S = 0. 
In this case, since E = 43 as well, F is determined up to (unique) isomorphism by its 
begin function b : [n]+ Ip]. We may then write “b : n +p9’ to indicate “the” 
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associated Gflow (unique up to isomorphism). As a notation for the function or the 
flow b we may use 
(b(l), b(2), . . .y b(n)), 
or, in the case that p = b(i) for some i E [n] (in particular, in the case that b is 
surjective), simply 
(b(l), bC%), . . . 9 b(n))- 
For example, in the case b : [3] + [4] where b (1) = b(2) = 3 and b (3) = 1, b = (3,3, 1)4, 
(cf. Fig. 5.4) and, in the case, f: [3]+ [2] where f(1) =f(2) = 2 and f(3) = 1, f = 
(2,2,1). Thus the flow (3,3,1) is the same as the flow (3,3,1)3. For the identity 
el e2 e3 e4 
Fig. 5.4. The trivial flow (3,3, 1)4. 
function I, : [n]+ [n], we have In = (1,2, . . . , n). Note that if h : [n]+ [q] is the 
composition of f:[n]+[p] and g:[p]+[q] then the Cflow f l g:n+q is h:n+q. 
Some examples of separated pairing and composition applied to trivial flows: 
(2,2,1)3 O c&2,1) = CL29 a, (5.1) 
(2,2,1)3@(2,2,1) = (2,2,1,5,5,4), (5.2) 
(3? 391) O (2,2,1) = (1, 1,2), (5.3) 
(3,3,1)0(2,2,1) = (3,3,1,5,5,4), (5 -4) 
c&1) O (291) = (19 2) = 12, (5.5) 
(2,1)0(2,1) = @,I, 4,3). (5.6) 
Notice that the notation used in the above examples enables one to determine the 
source and target of each of the trivial flows, e.g. (2,2,1,5,5,4) : 6 -+ 5, and that the 
expression 
(4,494) O (1,2,2) (5.7) 
is “ill formed” since the target of (4,4,4) is 4 and the source of (1,2,2) is 3. Thus, in 
our context, (5.7) is meaningless. 
Definition 5.5. A Mlow 
F 
ls_P (5.8) 
fs atomic if S = r ,bF( 1)}, the outdegree of bF(1) is p and the jth edge from bF( 1) goes to 
exit j, for each j E [p]. 
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If the begins of two atomic r-schemes have the same label, then they also have the 
same outdegree. Hence two atomic schemes, whose begins have the same label, are 
isomorphic, indeed uniquely so. Clearly for each yP E rP there is an atomic schemes 
(5.8) whose label is ‘yP Thus, for each p, there is a bijection 
rP + (F/ = 1 F : 1 + p an atomic scheme} (5.9 
which takes ‘yP into the isomorphism class F/B, where F : 1 + p is an atomic scheme 
whose begin is labellad yP; we use the phrase “the Gflow yP” or “the flow y,” to 
mean the isomorphism class .F/ = or “an ambiguousmember F, of” F/ = (cf. Fig. 5.5, 
5.6). 
;ss, & 
el e2 ep el 62 ey 
Fig. 5.5. The atomic flow yP, p SO. Fig. 5.6. A representative of the flow yP 
b 
1 -p. 
{p+ll 
Proposition 5.1. When the expressions below are meaningful, the equalities indicated 
hold. 
[F1@F2]OF3 = F&[FzOFd, (5.10) 
I&F=F=F@Io, (5.11) 
[FoG]oH=Fo[GoH], (5.12) 
IoF=F=FoI, (5.13) 
I?lOIp = I?l+p, (5.14) 
[Fl @F2] 0 [Gl@ G2] = [Fl o G1 OF2 O G219 (5.15) 
[FOI]O[IOG]=F@G=[I@G]O[F@I]. (5.16) 
Let IFI/- - = {F/m 1 F E FFl}. The algebraic operations above on Zl?l/= induced 
by the combinatorial operations on r]Fl are always defined so long as the “target- 
source” constraint for composition is satisfied. thus (5.15) becomes 
~~1~~2~~~~10~2~=~1~rL10~~2~~2 (5.15’) 
where & : ni + pi, $i : pi + qi are in ,rFl/~ for i E [2]. 
By virtue of (5.12’) and (5.13’), ml/= is a category (with objects n EN, and 
morphisms F/= : n + p). By virtue of satisfying (5.14’) and (5.15’), Q is a bifunctor 
rFl/=xrFI/=+rFl/=. 
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By virtue of (5.10’) and (Lll’), the bifunctor @ is associative and satisfies the “unit 
law”. Thus [lS, p. 158], the category ml/= together with the bifunctor 0 and the 
unit IO is a strict monoidal category. Briefly, 
Proposition 5.2. (ml/=, 0, IO) is a strict monoidal cutedory. 
(The Appendix indicates an extension of this proposition). 
There are two additional operations, derivative from composition and separated 
pairing which are relevant to our discussion. 
Definition 5.6. (Combinatorial, vector) wparated substitution, SS. Separated 
substitution applied to the data F : n -) p and Gi : 1 -, qi, j 5 [p], produces the f-flow 
(cf. Fig. 5.7) 
it is defined when and only when the above expression is defined. (Note that 
[G10G:!]@G~ is defined iff G1@[G2@ G3] is defined.) In the case that p = 0, we 
understand [G&G& l l OG,]=&, so that in this case, Fo[Gt@G& 9 -0 
Gp]=F. 
Fig. 5.7. (Vector) Separated substitution F 0 [G1 @ GzO l 9 l 8 GJ. 
In the case that the above operation is restricted to n = 1, the restricted operation 
is scalar separated substitution. 
Definition 5.7. (Combinatorial, vector) singular separated substitution, SSS. 
Singular separated substitution applied to the data F : n + p + 1 and G : 13 q 
produces the Cflow (cf. Fig. 5.8) 
Fo[I,@G]:ra+p+q; 
it is defined when and only when the above expression is defined. 
r 
I 
I 
I 
I 
L 
Fig. 5.8. (Vector) Singular separated substitution F Q [& 0 G]. 
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In the case that the above operation is restricted to n = 1, the restricted operation 
is scalar singular separated substitution. 
Propositior~ 5.3. Any class %? of r-flows closed under exit permutations and containing 
the identity II is closed under separated substitution iff it is cloud under singular 
separated substitution. 
Proof. (in. Rather than formulate a careful induction we illustrate the argument for 
“ifF:n+p andGi:l+qiarein %’ thensoisFo[G1@*+BGP]“forp=3.For 
appropriate permutations (or rather, trivial flows corresponding to permutations, cf. 
Definition 5.4) ~1, ~2, ~2, n4 we have 
(5.17) 
Thus 
F~[G10G2~G3]=Fo[IQIOG3]o[I~G201]~[G10101: 
=Fo[I@I@G+rr;’ o[IOIOGzl 
Orr2OV3 -10[I@I@G+~4 (5.18) 
and F 0 [I@I@ GS] is in %’ by SSS; F 0 [I @ I @ G3] ?rt’ is in % by exit permutation 
closure, etc. so that F 0 [ G1 0 G2@ G2] is in %. 
(only if). With II in %, SSS becomes a special case of SS. 
IMnition 9.8. Bit-merging or briefly, merging. Exit-merging applied to the Cflow 
F : n -+p and trivial flow f : p -+ q, where the function f : [pl] + [q] is surjective, 
produces the Cflow F of. We call the trivial flow f surjective when the function f is 
surjective. 
CO~~~UY S.4. Any class of r-flows closed under exit merging and containing the 
identity II is closed under SS iff it is closed under SSS. 
The underlying (outedge) exit-digraph of the Mlow (depicted by) Fig. 5.10 is 
(depicted by) Fig. 5.14. Fig. 5.9 (and Fig. 5.11 in alternate style) depicts an 
ambiyous member of the isomorphism class determined by Fig. 5.10. Fig. 5 ..13 is the 
underlying exit-digraph of Fig. 5.9 (and Fig. 5.11); it is an ambiguous member of the 
isomorphism class determined by the exit-digraph Fig. 5.14. Figs. 5.15 and 5.12 are 
similarly related. Fig. 5.16 is the underlying pointed-exit-digraph ofFig. 5.9 (and Fig. 
5.1 I). Fig. 5.17 is the underlying exit-digraph of I1 while Fig. 5.18 is the underlying 
exit-digraph of the flow ‘yP (Fig. 5.5), the case p .= 0 being Fig. 5. I?. 
hese figures incorporate the convention yi, 7: E I’i. 
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bl 
Yl $ 
el 
Fig. 5.9. Y~+~OY~]O(~, l)~y~:l+l. 
BEGIN 
[ Yl’l 
1 Yl ] 
1'1 
EXIT 
Fig. 5.11. Alternate Style for flow Fig. 5.9. 
I 2 
t 
I 
Fig. 5.13. 
I c&I 2p . . . 
I 2 
+ 
bl 
el 
Fig. 5.10. 1 
Y2°[YIOYi10(I. l)OVl 
66.7,81 
’ 1. 
Fig. 5.12. [yro[yq~y~]o<l, l)~ y,]k 
1 + 0. Anti-iterate of this is Fig. 5.9. 
I 
I 2 
f 0 
Fig. 5.14. Fig. 5.15. I I 
Fig. 5.16. Fig. 5.17. 
0 
I 2 P 
Fig. 5.18. Fig. 5.19. 
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6. Some digraph notions: strongly connected, circular, circuit 
Let G be a digraph with set V of vertices and let v : VI + 2)~ be a path of G. We 
define the set, V(W), of vertices of II as follows 
v(w)={vE VI*: v+ v -X v2 for some PI, ~2, 
i.e. w = w1w2 for some paths VI- V1 v 5 v2) 
so that v E v(w) iff the path v meets v; in particular VI, 212~ V(V). We say S E V is 
strongly connected in G if S # 0 and for all VI, v2 E S, there is a path r : v1 + v2 in G 
such that V(V) s S; S is trivial if its cardinality, K(S), is 1. 
The path 7r : v I-, v2 is a circuit if VI= ~2. The following proposition is obvious. 
Proposition 6.1. In G : a set S of vertices is finite and strongly connected iff there xists 
a circuit w such that V(W) = S. 
A path w : vi, + 212 is elementary provided 
lr ’ w2 
?r: VI- v-v- v2, I7+O*T’= 7r. 
*I 
In particular, paths of length zero are elementary. 
Definition 6.1. A set C c Vis circular in G if there exists an elementary circuit v in 
G such that v(w) = C. 
Proposition 6.2. If M s Vis non-trivial, strongly connected and is minimal among all 
non-trivial, strongly connected sets in G, then M is circular in G. 
Proof. Let 7r : v + v and suppose v(r) = M. There exists a factorization 
“1 lr ’ 
7F:t,- V'- t))-z 11, In’l>O 
since M is non-trivial and strongly connected. Without loss of generality we may 
assume w’ is elementary. Thus u’( w’) is non-trivial and circular. Since o (w’) c M, by 
the minimality of M, we have o(w’) = M. 
There exist digraphs, however, which have non-trivial circular sets which are not 
minimal in the above sense. For example, (cf. Fig. 6.1), both {vl, ~2, v3} and (v2, ~3) 
are circular in the digraph depicted by Fig. 6.1. 
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However: if C is circular in G and r is an elementary circuit in G such that 
t)(w) = C then C is the only strongly connected set in the subgraph G’ of G consisting 
of the vertices and edges of r. 
Fig. 6.1. 
Corollary 6.3. If M is strongly connected in G and u(M) = 2, then M is circular in G. 
These notions carry over to Mlows F via the underlying digraph of F. Thus, for 
example: 
w : u1 + v2 is a path in F if it is a path in its underlying digraph. 
M G V is strongly connected in F if it is strongly connected in its underlying 
digraph, etc. 
For future use, we make the following definitions for a digraph G, where U s V. 
Definition 6.2. If T is a path to U(i.e. to some u E U), we say w enters Uat v if the 
minimum left prefix (i.e. left factor) W’ of II to U, ends in v. 
Definition 6.3. We say a path to v (i.e. to V(V)) enters nut v, if the path enters V(V) 
at 0. 
Definition 6.4. We define E(v, U), in words: v is aM retry to U. by the following 
condition 
E(v, U) c-r, every edge to U from outside ?_I ends in v. 
Proposition 6.4. E (v, U) es every path to U from a vertex outside U enters ?J at v. 
Proposition 6.5. If there exists an edge to U from outside U and E(v, U), then v E U 
and for all v’, E(v’, U) + v’ = v,. 
If the hypothesis of Proposition 6.5 holds and U has an entry then the entry is 
unique. 
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7. Some pointed-d&graph notions: accessibility, domination 
Let P be an n-pointed-digraph whose set of vertices is K We say a path tr : ZI + ZI’ in 
P is a begin path if v is a begin of P i.e. v - b(i) for some i E [n 1; P is accessible 
(abbreviation: ACC) if for every v E V there is a begin path with target v i.e. a path to 
v from some begin. An accessible pointed-digraph is called a flowgraph. Following 
much of the “flowgraph literature” (cf. eg. [lo]) we say VI dominates 212 (notation: v1 
dom ~2) if every begin path to 02 meets VI i.e. 
v : b(i) -, 02 admits a factorization 
w: b(i)2 Vl =L v2. 
Proposition 7.1. The relation dom (determined by a pointed-digraph) is u pre-order 
i.e. it is reflexive and transitive. 
Proposition 7.2. If VI or 02 is accessible (i.e. accessible from some begin !, 01 dom v2 
and vz dom 01, then VI= ~2. 
Proof. Suppose 2)~ isaccessible. Let 7~ be a shortest begin path to ~2, Since 01 dom v2 
and v2 dom vl, we have 
Since ~1, as well as V, is a begin path to v2,17r11 G 1~1 and 7~ is shortest such, we have 
I’ll= Irrl so that 1122]= 0 = 1~31 and vl = ~2. 
Corollary 7.3. If the pointed digraph is accessibk, its dom is a partial ordering. 
We define, where UC_ V, D(v, U) e v E U & t(u E U [v dom u], more briefly, 
v E,U & v dom U, and we say v is a dominator of U. 
Carollary 7.4. Xf Uis strongly connected and accessible (i.e. some u E U is accessible), 
then there is at most one v such that D(v, U). If such a U has a dominator, then U has 
ex(rctly one dominator (notation : dom( U)). 
Note particularly that dom U E U. 
Let w be a circuit. We define D(d, W) _ D(d, V(W)) and say d is a dominator of the 
circuit n. 
Definition 7.1. The pointed-digraph P has the circuit dominator property (notation: 
CD) if every circuit (equivalently, strongly connected set of vertices) in P has a 
dominator. 
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Corollary 7.5. If P is a flowgraph satisfying CD, then each circuit w in P has a unique 
dominator, dom(?r) and every begin path to w enters w at do. 
The above notions carry over to r-flows F via the underlying pointed digraph P of 
the flow F. For example, “F is accessible” means “P is accessible”. 
Proposition 7.6. Two isomorphic, accessible r_Pows are uniquely isomorphic. 
The isomorphism notion of NIows induces one for pointed-outedge digraphs via 
the specialization: number of exits = 0, I’n = {m}. Thus, 
Cclrollaxy 7.7. Two isomorphic accessible pointed-outedge digraphs are uniquely 
isomorphic. 
The idea of “dominance” in programming contexts eems to have arisen first as a 
relation between “blocks of a program”. According to [12, p. 15]: “The idea of 
dominance relations between the blocks of a program was suggested by Presser” [ 131 
“and refined by Medlock.” 
8. Circular dominator + circuit dominator 
Let F be an accessible r-flow or, alternatively a flowgraph. 
Lemma 8.1. In F: let Ml, M2, Ml fl M2 # 0 be strongl:? connected and have domina - 
tars, then M = M1 U M;? is strongly connected and has a dominator. Indeed, dom M = 
dom Ml or dom M = dom M2. 
Proof. That M is strongly connected is obvious. 
Let vi = dom Mi, i E [2]. Suppose 211 does not dominate M. Then ~1 does not 
dominate v2 so that 212 e M1 and there is a begin path 7~ to 02 which does not meet 01. 
Since M2 is strongly connected in F, there is a path IT from 02 to some v E Ml fl M2 
whose vertices are in Mz and whose vertices, except for v, are outside Ml. Then 7r27r 
is a minimal begin path to Ml. Hence v = VI E M2 so 02 dom 01 and hence v2 dom Me 
Theorem 8.2. In F: if each circular set has a dominator, then each finite2 strongly 
connected set has a dominator. 
Proof. Let M be strongly connected and suppose K(M) > 2 (cf. Corollary 6.3). We 
argue inductively on K(M). Let 7p : v + v be a circuit of minimum length such that 
2 As noted by S.L. Bloom, if one argues by contradiction, Theorem 8.2 with “finite” omitted may be 
proved without the aid of Lemma 8.1. 
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t)(w) = 1M. To show 1M has a dominator we may assume v is not elementary for 
otherwise M is circular and we are through. Thus 7~ admits a factorization 
so that Ad = u(n) = V(W& U u(d) and by the “minimum length property” of 3 
both Ml = O(W& and A42 = o(n’) are proper subsets of A4 Moreover they are both 
strongly connected since ~1~2 and W’ are circuits. Thus by inductive assumption each 
of MI and IUz has a dominator. Clearly A41 f7 A42 it 0 since v’ E 1Ml fI J&. Lemma 8.1 
is applicable and concludes the argument. 
One might suspect hat Theorem 8.2 may be strengthened by replacing “‘circular 
set” by “minimal strongly connected set”. That this is not the case is indicated by Fig. 
8.1. In the F of Fig. 8.1, {VI, ~2,213) is circular but does not have a dominator; (2~2, vs} 
is minimal strongly connected (among all non-trivial strongly connected sets in F) 
and is the only such set; v2 is the dominator of (212, vg}. 
. 
Fig. 8.1. 
Remark 8.1. In view of Theorem 8.2, the CD property (Definition 7.1) may be 
restated as: every circular set has a dominator. 
9. Backedges, a Lemma and a Theorem 
Definition 9-l. An edge from an accessible vertex u to v in a r-flow F is a back edge 
if v dominates u in I? 
Lemma 9.1. If G1, G2 are accessible and F = G~o G2 or F = GI @ G2 or F = GIG f, 
where f is a trivial surjective flow, or F = G: then, (if i = 1,2 in the first two cases, i = 1 
in the last two) 
(i) F is accessible ; 
(ii) if u, v are nonexit vertices of Gi then u dominates v in Gi iff u dom,inates v in F; 
(iii) JQ satisfies CD iff csM the Gi do ; 
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(iv) an edge e of F is a back edge iff it is a back edge of some Gi or, in case F = Gi, 
e is one of the new edges into the begin. 
Proof. (i) Obvious. 
(ii) If F = Gn 0 G2 the result is obvious in the case Gi = Gr, and in the case Gi = Gz 
follows from the fact that a begin path in I” to a vertex of Gz: ends in (i.e. has as a right 
factor) a begin path in GZ and, because of the accessibility of Gr, every begin path in 
GZ can be extended to a begin path in F by prefixing a path in GI. If F = G& GZ the 
result is obvious, as it is in the case F = G~o f, since u, v are supposed to be nonexit 
vertices. If F = G: it followc from the fact that every begin path in Gi to a nonexit 
vertex is a begin path in F, and every begin path in F ends in a begin path in Gi. 
(iii) Suppose F satisfies CD. Let a! be a circuit in Gi. Then a! cannot pass through 
an exit of Gi, and a! is a circuit in F. Hence it has a vertex va which dominates it in F 
and, by (ii), also in Gi. 
Conversely suppose the Gi satisfy CD and let ar be a circuit in F. Then either ar is a 
circuit in Gi, in which case its dominator vertex v, in Gi will, by (ii), still dominate ar in 
F, or F = G: and cy is a ‘new’ circuit, i.e. one passing through bF, in which case bF 
dominates it in F. 
(iv) if e is an edge of some Gi then since neither of the ends of a back edge can be 
an exit it follows from (ii) that e is a back edge of Gi iff it is a back edge of F. if e is an 
edge of F but not an edge of some Gi then F = G: and e is one of the new edges 
which enter bF in F (instead of entering eP+i in Gi). Since Gi is accessible 
bF dominates all vertices in F so this is a back edge in F. This completes the 
proof. 
Definition 9.2. The class RB of reducible r-flows is the smallest class of ~XOWS 
containing lo, II, r and closed under composition, separated pairing, exit merging, 
scalar iteration. (We shall usually write “.%” in place of V’B”.) 
Theorem 9.2. If Fis a reducible flow then every edge of F which is introduced as one of 
the new edges into the begin in some operation of scalar iteration is a back edge of F. 
Conversely if e is a back edge of a reducible flow F then in every such way of building up 
F, e must occur as one of the new edges in some scalar iteration. 
Proof. Immediate consequence of Lemma 1 (iv). 
Broplosition 9.3. If e is a back edge in an accessible flow F, then F possesses a 
non-trivial circuit of which e is a part. 
Proof. Suppose  : u -) v. From the accessibility of u and the fact that v dominates u, 
we conclude there is a path 7~ : v -) u in F. Thus (identifying e with the path of length 
one to which it corresponds) we is a non-trivial circuit in F. 
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Corollary 9.4. If F is an accessible, acyclic (i.e. free of non-trivial circuits) flow, then F 
possesses no back edges. 
It is easy, however, to produce an example fa,f an accessible flow which possesses no 
back edges but does possess a non-trivial circuit. 
10. Component dominator is an entry 
Definition 10.1. We use 6 for the usual preorder, i.e., reflexive, transitive relation, 
associated with the graph of a flow F. Thus v1 G v2 means there is a path (of 
length >-0) from 01 to ~2. The relation v1 G v2 & 212 G VI is an equivalence relation and 
G induces a partial ordering on the equivalence classes of this relation. We shall call 
these equivalence classes components. Clearly they are the maximal strongly 
connected sets of vertices of F. Note that each exit is a component by itself which we 
shall call an exit component. 
We use v1 < 02 to mean there is a path from v1 to v2 but none from 2)~ to uI. 
Proposition 10.1. If F satisfies ACC and if C is a component of F which has a 
dominator VC, then E (vc, C), i.e. UC is an entry to C. 
Proof. Suppose there is a path from a vertex vl not in C which enters C at v Z VC. 
Then (Fig. 10.1) by ACC there is a begin path 7~: b +vl, so there is a path 
~17~2 : b + v to C. By assumption that C has a dominator, this must go through VC, i.e. 
vc E tr(n&. But UC is not on the path rr2: v1 + v so it must be on the path ‘CTI i.e. 
V,cGV]. Eut 01 s v G V)C so v1 E C, contrary to hypothesis. 
r b 
“I "C 
‘t? V C 
Fig. 10.1. 
Corollary 10.2. If F satisfies ACC and CD, then for every component C, E( VC, C) 
where vc is the dominator of C. 
Thus F has the stronger property that every path (not merely begin path) to : 
component enters that component at its dominator. 
The following example shows that Proposition 10.1 cannot be strengthened b: 
allowing C to be any strongly connected set of vertices F. 
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In the flow of Fig. 10.2, let M be the strongly connected set {1,2} then the 
dominator Z)Af of M is 1 while the entry of M is 2. Thus not E(vM, M). 
begin I 
--$8 
2 
3 
Fig. 10.2. 
11. Formdation of the main theorem 
The corollary below gives an alternative description - perhaps, a better one - of 
the class B ; however, while Definition 9.2 specializes nicely to the important special 
case of scalar flows, the description of Corollary 11.2 does not. 
Proposition 11.1. Let % be a class of (vector) r_Pows closed under composition and 
separated pairing. Then % is closed under exit merging aprd contains IO, II iff (8 contains 
the swjective trivial flows. 
Proof. (if). IO and 11 are trivial surjective flows. Since % is closed under composition 
and contains the surjective trivial flows, it is closed under exit merging. 
(only if). Let f : n -, p be a surjective trivial flow and suppose n > 0. Then, by I 
closure under separated pairing the identity In E %? and by closure under exit merging 
f&r. If n=O, thenalsop=Oandf=& 
Corollary 11.2. The class 3 is the smallest class of r_Pows containing the surjective 
trivial flows, r and closed under composition, separated pairing, scalar iteration. 
In order to formulate the main theorem succinctly and with full strength, vve 
define B, = smallest class of (vector) Mlows containing 1o,II, r and closed under 
SSS, separated pairing, exit merging, scalar iteration, ascal = smallest class of scalar 
r-fkws which contains II, r and is closed under SSS, exit merging, scalar iteration. 
Remark 11.1. It is obvious from the definitions that gl s k%. 
Let F be a r_Pow. 
(a) If F E 3, then F’is finite and satisfies ACC nrtd CD. 
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(5) If F is finite and satisfies ACC and CD, then F E 3,. 
(c) %X%1,%! =&. 
(d) A r-fiow is in B iff it is finite and satisfies ACC and CD. 
(e) If F is scalar, finite and satisfies ACC, CD, then F E Bscal. 
The proof of the Main Theorem is given in the next section. 
Corollary 11.4. ascal = class of scalar r-flows in 3. 
Proof. If F is scalar and in $8 = %!I, then by Theorem ll.3(a:I and (e), FE Bscal. On 
the other hand, by definition ascal G 921. 
Corollary 11.5. The class of scalar r_Pows in 3 is the smallest class of scalar Cjlows 
which contains II, r and is closed under SS, exit merging, scalar iteration. 
Proof. Corollary 11.4 and Proposition 5.3. 
Corollary 11.6. A scalar r-flow is finite and satisfies ACC and CD iff it is in the 
smallest class of scalar r-flows which contains II, r and is closed under SS, exit 
merging, scalar iteration. 
Proof. Corollary El.5 and Main Theorem. 
Making use of Remark 8.1, we note this is (essentially) our Theorem 9.1[6]; cf. also 
[21 . 
Corollary 11.7. As Corollary 11.6 except replace “SS” by “SSS”. 
Corollary 11.8. A r-flow is finite, accessible and acyclic iff it can be built out of 10, II, I’ 
by means of composition, separated pairing and exit merging. 
Proof. (if). Each of the flows 10, 11, y is finite, accessible and acyclic and the 
operations preserve these properties. 
(only if). By Corollary 9.4, F has no back edges. Since F is accessible anb satisfies 
CD, it is in 9 (Theorem 11.3). But according to Theorem 9.2, t can’t be used in the 
building up process for it introduces back edges. 
Corollary 11.9. A scalar Pflow is finite, accessible and acyclic iff it can be built olst of 
II, r by means of SSS (resp. SS) and exit merging. 
Proof. By Corollaries 11.4, 11.5 and ; 1.8. Cf. also [2j. 
For use in the next section, we informally describe the notion “anti-iterate”. 
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Definition 11.1. The anti-iterate F 4: 1 + p + 1 of a r-flow F : 1 + p is obtained from 
F by adjoining an additional exit as exit p + 1 and directing to it all edges in F with 
target the begin of F’. 
Note that F4.t = F. 
12. Proof of the main theorem 
Proof (a). Clearly lo, &, f satisfy ACC and CD. By (i), (iii) of Lemma 9.1 so do all 
flows in a. Since our operations preserve finiteness and lo, II, rare finite, all %! -flows 
are finite. 
Proof (b). We wish to prove that if the flow F : n + p is finite and satisfies ACC and 
CD then F is all al-flow. We note first that we may also assume that bF is injective. 
For suppose that F has k (an) distinct begins. Let these be numbered bl, . . . , bk in 
any way. Let G be the flow with k begins which differs from F only in having 
b&i) = bi. Let f: [n]+ [k] be defined by f(i) = the j such that b&) = bj, Then f is 
surjective and using the trivial flow f, we have 
F=foG. 
Also f is an 3 1-flow so F will be an 3 1 -flow if G is. Clearly G satisfies ACC and CD if 
F does. And bG is injective. 
We now prove by indlg4on that if F satisfies ACC and CD and bFis injectitle then 
F is an 3 l-flow. The proof is by induction on w(F) defined by w(F) = P(F) + e(F) 
where p(F) is the number of begins of F and E(F) the number of internal edges of F 
i.e. edges of F which do not end in an exit. 
Suppose first that w(F) = 0. Then by ACC, F = IO and sa is in %I. 
Suppose rrext hat w(F) = 1 i.e. that P(F) = 1 and E(F) = 0. Then F must be II or 
atomic cr arise from an atomic flow by exit merging, and all such flows are 3 JIows. 
Sqqlose now that w(F) b IL. If there are no internal vertices then since F satisfies 
ACC and it must be trivial surjective flow and hence in %I. (See Corollary 11.2 and 
Theorem 11.3(c)). If there are non-exit vertices let M be a component which is a 
maximal non-exit component with respect o the partial ordering of components. 
This implies that all edges from M end either in M or in an exit. And Proposition 
iO,l implies that all edges to M from a vertex outside M end in 0~. 
Case 1. There is no begin of F c v?d. Since F satisfies ACC there must be a begin 
~VM so ifi this case such a begin must be in A4. By CD every such begin must be 
identical lvith 0~. 
Subcase 1.1. There are no begins of F other than v1\3. Since we are assuming bF is 
injective this means that F is a scalar flow with sole begin bF(l) = VM. Since w(F) > 1 
we have E(F) > 0. This means there must be Gn edge into vM. For if not then M would 
consist solely of v MY all edges from VM would go to exits and in view of ACC there 
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could be no vertices other than VM and exits and we would have E(F) = 0. So we may 
take the anti-iterate Fr of F and write F = F:. Now FI satisfies ACC for since F 
satisfies ACC there is a path in F from t)M to every vertex v of F and this factors into a 
path 7~1112 where ~1 is a path from begin to begin and 7~2 isa begin-path in FI. The 
new vertex eP+l of Fl is also accessible for there is at least one edge into vM in F so 
there is at least one edge into eP+l in Fl and it must be from a vertex of F, all of which 
we have just seen to be accessible in Fl. Also Fl satisfies CD by Lemma 9.1 (iii). 
Finally @(Fl) = P(F) = 1 and E (Fl) C g(F) for there is at least one edge into vM in F 
which is an internal edge of F but not of Fl. So by the induction hypothesis FI, and 
hence F, is an %!l-flow. 
Subcase 1.2. There are begins of Fother than v~. Let G be the flow whose vertices 
are those in M together with all exits accessible from VM. Let H be the flow whose 
vertices are all other vertices of F together with duplicates of all exits accessible both 
from v&f and another begin. The edges of G (similarly H) are all edges of F joining 
two vertices of G. The exits of G, H and the begins of H are ordered as in F (since BF 
is injective they are all distinct). Since all edges from M to vertices outside go to exits 
there are no edges from G to H. And there are none from H to G (except o common 
exits) for since all vertices are accessible from a begin such an edge would imply the 
existence of a begin of H < v M contrary to the hypothesis of Case 1. Now, as 
illustrated in Fig. 12.1 we have F = f 0 [G OH] 0 g for a suitable trivial permutation 
flow f and t,-Itial surjective flow g. And, clearly, since F satisfies ACC, CD and has an 
injective begin function so do G, H. Finally P(G), @(H)<P(F) and E(G), Ed 
E(F) so the inducti,ve step goes through. 
G H Q? 
cI c2 e3 
Fig. 12.1. 
Case 2. There is a begin of F < v&f. We shall decompose F as indicated in Fig. 12.2 
where f is an exit merging flow. The vertices of G are all those 32)~ i.e. all elements 
of M plus those exits of F to which there are edges from elements of M. These latter, 
numbered 1, . . . , p2 are the exits of G. The begin of G is VM and the edges of G are 
all edges of F which join vertices in G. The vertices of H are all non-exit vertices of F 
not in M together with those exits which are ends of edges which being in H. Here 
any exit already in G is replaced by a duplicate; we also take as the last exit of H a 
duplicate of t)M. The role of f is simply to merge those exits of F which have been 
duplicated in G, H and to restore their original ordering. The begin function bH of H 
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I 
n 
Fig. 12.2. 
is the same as that of F (if 1M contains a begin of F this can only be 0~ in which case 
we use &stead the duplicate which is the last exit of H). The edges of H are all edges 
of F joining two vertices of H. 
Now we have 
F=Ho[I,,OG]of. 
It is easy to see that by, by are injective and that G, H satisfy ACC, CD. Also o(G), 
P(H) c P(F), E(H) < E (F) for all edges of H are edges of F and the ones into UM, of 
which there is at least one (si;;ce there is a begin of F < v& are internal in F but not in 
H. Also e(G) < E (F) for the edges in H into V~ count in E(F) but not in 8 (G) for they 
are not edges in G. Hence this inductive step goes through zild the proof of Theorem 
11.3(b) is complete. Part (c) follows from Remark 1 I. 1 and parts (a), (b) while part 
(d) follows from parts (a), (b), (c). 
The proof of (e) is obtained from the proof of (b) by deleting the first paragraph of 
the proof as -well as Subcase 1.2. This is so because the closure of %!i under separated 
pairing is used only in Subcase 1.2 and the deletion of “separated pairing” and “l$’ 
in the definition of %?I yields the class defined as Bscal. 
13. Miscellany 
The following proposition characterizes a “natural” vector subclass of 94. It may be 
proved by small modifications in the proof of the Main Theorem. (Incorporation of 
the proposition in the Main Theorem and incorporation of its proof in the proof of 
the Main Theorem would, however, have resulted in undue complication.) 
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Proposition 13.1. Let B’ be the class of vector r-flows defined like 3 except that 
exit merging is restricted to 
(a) exit merging of ideal flows (i.e., flows none of whose begins are exits) 
(b) permutations of exits. 
Then a flow F is in 3’ iff it satisfies ACC, CD cind BEG below. 
BEG. bF is injective and there is no path between distinct begins. 
We now turn briefly to inaccessible flows. Because they appear to have much less 
relevance to actual programs we shall only sketch the proofs and confine ourselves to 
the scalar case, though the corresponding theorem for the case of vector flows may 
well be true. 
D&&ion 13.1. Let 3” be the smallest class of scalar IVlows which contains l?, all 
the trivial flows iP and is closed under SSS, exit merging, scalar iteration. 
Propositim 13.2. A scalarflow is in 92” iff by adding additional edges it can be made 
into a flow satisfying ACC and CD. 
Proof (sketch). Observe that we are now operating at a purely graph theoretical 
level where the label.!ing of the vertices is ignored, for adding edges changes the 
out-degree of some vertices. We first show that a” is closed under the operation 06. 
removing edges. Then we show, by an argument paralleling the one for Theorem 
11,3(a), that every flow in a” can be extended to a flow satisfying ACC and CD by 
adding new edges. Some complication is caused here by the fact that adding new 
edges may remove exits so that the corresponding accessible flows cannot always be 
built up by exactly the same operations as the original flows. The result then follows 
from Corollary 11.7. 
Appendix 
9ord is a strict monoidal category. 
With the aid of the Theorem below, Proposition 5.2 (recall that the fiows in ITI 
need not be finite) may be extended to the case where the source and target of a 
Mlow is permitted to be an infinite ordinal number. 
Let Ord be the class of ordinal numbers. (We do not identify n E Ord with the set 
n = {i E Ord 1 i < n}. Thus we adopt, for notational reasons, the view (El6, p. 2691 that 
ordinal numbers are order types of well-ordered sets.) Let N be the set of finite ordinals. 
Let o be the smallest infinite ordinal number. 
We take the following for granted. 
(1) There is a binary relation < on Ord which is a strict well order. 
l s)as JO 8 hoZ?a)m ay, u? [W] ‘[Iu] JO (pnpordog pam@d aye) lmpoldoa 
B s! [tu] 3 ,Croj [+ 124 = (l)Q pm uo!snIq s! 19 a.xayM ‘[z] 3 f ‘[Zu + 1241 f [W] : 9 (m) 
‘1 =zu 
PUB 0 = tu JOJ splay luauIa)Bls aq1 ltq) OS { I-)- m} = [I] + 0 6me~n3y.xed UI l[Zu + Iu] 
s! uoiun J!ay, pue qofs!p a_xe {[Zu] 3! I! + h.4) = [Zu]+Iu pue [W] sias ay& (i!) 
w 01 ~!yd~ou.tos~ .tap.to s! [u] (!) l sagrsdord 
l {U 3 ! II+ !} = I+ u = [u] l yguyaa 
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